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Abstract - Erythemato-squamous Disease is considered an arboviral disease that falls under the subset of skin disease. Nearly 

15% of death caused due to skin diseases are getting registered in the WHO IIPC survey, which can be considered a major threat 

to public health. In our retrospective study, we investigated ESD incidence with 34 attributes and attempted to determine and 

diagnose the effects of climate attributes on ESD. In the paper, weather data from Chicago and turkey are taken. Among that, 22 

attributes from the first data set and 34 attributes from the second dataset are considered, with this total no of 49 unique attributes 

taken into consideration for the analysis. In this work, the Weather-Method-Diseases framework by using Machine Learning 

Algorithms. Pearson’s correlation coefficient factor is used to measure the strength of a relationship that exists among 49 

attributes for the analysis. The finding in our research is presented, and the result analysis shows the superiority of the proposed 

approach; these 23attributes are highly correlated. These attributes can be considered to be the most deciding factor for 

predicting six different types of skin diseases in the future using this proposed framework 

Keywords - Erythemato-squamous Diseases (ESD), W-M-D framework, Machine Learning Algorithms, Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient.

1. Introduction 
Extreme weather and heat events are big threats to 

developing and developed countries regarding safety and 

public health[1]. Even though these countries are doing their 

best to examine climate change and its impacts, comparatively 

more attention is given to the agriculture, energy, and 

economic sector than the public health sector.  

Therefore, the focus is moving toward improving public 

health during extreme heat and weather events. Precautions 

and predictive steps needed for making decisions with 

guidelines are to be implemented[2][3]. 

Long heat wave events and high temperatures in a single 

day may affect public health [4][5]. Some studies suggest a 

strong association between mortality and morbidity increase 

due to extreme weather changes [6]. Some of the other studies 

hint that there will be an effect on cardiovascular and 

respiration areas respective to age group in these extreme 

weather conditions [7]. Most studies have considered the 

health index ultimate and mortality as health indicators in the 

literature. 

 

 

According to the literature survey, it is observed that only 

limited research and studies tried to examine the association 

between extreme heat weather events and public 

health(Erythemato-Squamous diseases). A group can treat a 

sudden climate change of people with extreme heat shock. If 

the body temperature raises 40’C and above, damage at the 

cellular level occurs that causes the failure of organs and the 

possibility of fatality [8] in the United States. Hyperthermia 

was recorded as the cause of death at 54% due to increased 

weather events [6]. North and south Korea used to 

experience the longest and hottest summer in 2012 in a decade 

which registered total deaths of 975 due to heat wave-related 

illness.[9] 

The data recorded in Chicago city of the United States, 

from 2009 to 2013 NOAA center, shows that an increase in 

longer heat periods and intensity was frequently 

projected [10]. These happenings lead us to analyze how heat 

weaves or weather events affect  Erythemata-Squamous 

Diseases (skin diseases) and illnesses correlated with extreme 

heat. So, a constructive implementation plan for public health 

precaution and predictive programs must be considered. 

Machine learning algorithms used to classify and analyze 

https://www.internationaljournalssrg.org/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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diseases (like EDS) will achieve hidden patterns and 

information. 

This work mainly estimates the association between 

Tmin, Tmax, and Tavg and Erythemata-Squamous Diseases 

(skin diseases) in hot-absorbed locations in various cities. 

Weather data from Chicago city and dermatology data from 

Ankara city are considered for the result analysis. 

The rest of the article deals with the theoretical 

background, followed by findings, research methodology, 

discussions, and recommendations. 

2. Related Work 
Climatic factors were chosen for each location and 

horizon, and 15 invasive ant species were examined on the 

size of the species. It was done with the effect of climate 

change to determine whether there will be an increase or 

decrease in taxonomic species in the coming years [11]. SDM 

and GCMS climatic models were applied, and Machine 

learning models such as SVM, SVC, ANN, and Classification 

Tree were deployed for analysis. The limitation in feature 

extraction methods has not been examined properly for better 

classification [12]. 

A machine learning algorithm for the prediction of sky 

diffuse and analysis of the sensitivity of metrological 

attributes has developed.  Boosted regression tree model has 

been applied with logistic regression (97.78 accuracies) 

algorithm for the correlation of solar attributes like cloud 

amount, visibility, and air temperature [13]. According to the 

survey, Australia is mostly affected by skin cancer or skin-

related diseases. According to government records and 

analysis, nearly 15% of deaths are caused due to skin diseases, 

and climatic parameters are closely correlated. This resulted 

in 20% country’s budget being invested in skin disease 

prevention detection. 

AVONA models are applied for self and response 

efficiency to gain and loss frame of skin detection and 

prevention [9]. A hydrological, Agronomical, and 

dermatological approach for weather data analysis and 

prediction with the help of ELM, GP, ANFIS, SVM, and 

ANN algorithms was developed. Soft computing techniques 

and some error measures like MAE, RMSE, and 

correlation(R) were used to test the results. ELM performed 

better with higher accuracy due to the considered factors for 

the change of environment. The dew points were measured as 

relative humidity to moisture level and its subset of bulb 

temperature[14]. 

The effects of hot weather on skin diseases and other 

infectious diseases were considered [6]. A systematic review 

was done on Chikungunya, Malaria, Zika virus, Nail virus, 

Dengue, and Skin Cancer. The study exhibits the relationship 

between heat respective to the above diseases mentioned. In 

China, extensive analysis shows the heat effects on public 

health. The findings were the type of diseases categorized as 

Mild illness, severe illness, dizziness, sweating, and repaid 

pulse loss. 

 

3. Methods 
 This combines two different datasets; we have collected 

datasets from UCI: 

• http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/dermatology 

Dermatology data sets and time series data from: 

• https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/?prior=N of hot weather. 

 

3.1. Proposed Framework 

 This is the first paper that addresses how climate change 

affects skin diseases. Through a complete literature study, not 

even a single paper try to address it; This research domain is 

related to public health and real-time. The proposed W-A-D 

framework is trying to address and give a handful of research 

gaps for the future. The framework includes the activities of 

effects of climate change, the flow of the W-M-D framework 

starts with collecting historical data of weather datasets, which 

is the main centric part of the research. Suppose data 

availability is more and huge; the analysis process will help 

move forward. In that case, the next phase of module 2 is the 

selection of features. As every dataset is inbuilt with N number 

of features, it needs to be sorted out the most applicable 

features. In module 3, even more filtration of parameters to 

acquire better results module 4 is decision-making with the 

help of feature extraction techniques, and module 5 is in the 

framework to formulate the model to apply machine learning 

algorithm. 

 In the next part of the framework, we will deal with the 

EDS dataset's approach. Now we have to consider the 

dermatology data, which consists of 6 different types of skin 

diseases with 34 features in which one feature is linear as we 

have 3 levels of extraction, level 0 again sub-categories into 3 

phases of extraction seen in figure 1. Selection of features in 

unsupervised data is difficult, consisting of 6 skin diseases 

without label data. to tackle such unsupervised data, first, we 

randomly selected a feature of Mfnotation to formulate the 

graph, and next to that, randomization of each feature in 3 

levels tries to form the cluster, Mf ……. Mn notation. For 

better prediction, data is converted into semi-supervised to 

label the data, which can be used for predicting value. All the 

3 level and 3 phase follows the above process to apply a 

machine learning algorithm and combine the two phases of the 

framework to formulate a W-N-D framework.  

3.1.1. Dermatology Data Set 

This data set was posted in 1998 by 2 owners  Niles and 

Guvernir, in the UCI repository, one of the data repositories 

for research. The data consist of 6 different types of skin 

diseases, i.e., Psoriasis, Lichen Planes, Cronic  Dermatitis, 

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/dermatology
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Seboreic Dermatitis, Pityriasis Rosea, and Pityriasis Rubra 

Pilaris. There is a total of 366 instances with 34 attributes, in 

which 34 attributes are subdivided into 2 groups, clinical and 

Histopathological, where the clinical group consists of 11 

attributes with extra age group attribute included and the 

values taken as (0,1,2,3) on the other side, Histopathological 

consist of 22 attributes in which is tested under microscopic 

experimentation and the value taken as (0,1,2,3). The total 366 

rows and 34 columns with 8 missing values, a linear data type 

in age group column and missing value, are filled with the 

mean square method. Using the classification algorithm, 6 

types of skin disease are clustered. 

3.1.2. Weather Data Set 

Time series data have been collected from Chicago's 

NOAA center for the weather station. This data set consists of 

2945 rows and 22 columns. We have to consider columns as 

22 attributes with different measurements and values listed in 

the weather dataset file.NOAA has collected weather data for 

Chicago city from 05-01-2007 to 30-09-2014 In which data is 

collected twice a day with min temp, max temp, avg temp, sea 

level, humidity, pressure, dew point, etc., out of 22 attributes 

in the data set we have selected the most relevant attribute 

which is not specific in nature, Chicago is the third most 

crowded city in the USA. 

Furthermore, fall in the region of Illinois state. Due to vast 

development, the climate has been changed past few decades, 

and climate change is recorded. We have performed 

preprocessing phases on the dataset and acquired a clean and 

ready-to-deploy experiment dataset. At the Chicago weather 

station, they have collected daily twice, one in the morning 

and another in the evening, which is recorded as the minimum 

and maximum temperatures, out of which the average daily 

temperature is determined. 

 
Fig. 1 Geographical map of Chicago  

source: From Wikimedia Commons 

3.1.3. Statistical Approach 

This problem statement is the combination of two 

different areas: A trans-disciplinary domain effects of hot 

weather on types of skin diseases. That is classified into 6 

different clusters already we have discussed in the above 

sections. The main aim of this paper is to find if hot weather 

really affects Erythemato-Squamous Disease; with the 

statistical help approach, we will explore the finding. Three 

phases of the statistical approach were followed 

• A complete analysis of time series data  

• Using classification model for dermatology data 

• Merging and finding correlations among them    

Lets us first discuss dermatology data; this is 

unsupervised data with 366 instances with 34 attributes. For 

the unsupervised data type, we have applied 5 unsupervised 

algorithms: hear Random Forest, Gaussian Naive Base, 

Multinomial Naive Base, Bernoulli Naive Base, and Support 

Vector Clustering. Study analysis of 5 different algorithms has 

been applied for better classification of the dermatology data 

set, as we have already discussed that this data set had 6 

different types of Erythemato Squamous Diseases. All the 

algorithms have performed the best error rate and clustered the 

diseases with respective instances. Every algorithm aims to 

cluster the diseases. We have divided the data into train and 

test phases 0.8 and 0.2 for better classification. We have taken 

a ratio of 8:2. It can be changed on user requirements and 

names with train labels and test labels to convert unsupervised 

to supervised data for prediction. The type of disease is by 

means of coding. On the other hand, we have calculated the 

Accuracy, Confusion matrix, and Classification report. We 

have calculated the feature weights and plotted decision 

boundaries for every classifier; this can be seen in the results 

and discussion. Now let us examine the other side of the 

problem statement: time series data. As the data sets consist of 

22 attributes of weather data, Herein weather data have been 

divided into training and testing phase with 0.7 and  0.3 as 

ratios; after that few preprocessing steps have been applied for 

cleaning of data in which the data set has some missing 

Values. Now select the attributes present in the data sets, i.e. 

(PreciTotal, StnPressure, SeaLeavel, ResultSpeed, ResultDir, 

AvgSpeed, Cool, Sunrise, Sinsetamd Tavg) to fix some NA’s 

in PrecipTotal and Stnpressure a mean value (0,29.28)is 

assigned to merge the training and testing phase. Next, scatter 

the result of weather data intended to calculate the approach 

applied separately for each data set. A clear analysis of data 

sets has been explained, combining the two data sets into A 

single. Find the correlation among them with the help of the 

Pearson correlation coefficient; this can be seen in the 

discussion section 

3.1.4. Derivation of Multivariate Case Correlation 

Let us consider 𝑀0 ,𝑀1,𝑀2….𝑀𝑓. Are Independent 

normal derivation and dependent normal derivation. 
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𝑀𝑑= 𝑀0 + 𝛽1𝑀1+………𝛽 = 𝛽1𝑀. 

Applying Regression function 𝑀𝑑 on 𝑀1 is clearly  𝛽1𝑀. 

𝑍(𝑀𝑑) =  1 + 𝛽1𝛽 = 1 + 𝜏2…..(Say 1) 

𝑐𝑜𝑟(𝑀𝑑 , 𝑀) =  𝛽 

𝑐𝑜𝑟(𝑀𝑑 , 𝛽1𝑀) =  𝛽1𝛽 =  𝜏2 

Now Multiples correlation derivation 𝑀𝑑 with 𝑌 is  

𝑍 =  𝑍
(1 − 𝑍2)⁄

1

2
….... (Say 2) 

At bivariate case    

𝜏 = 𝑍
(1 − 𝑍2)⁄

1

2
   (𝜏, 𝑃 > 0) ……….. (Say 3) 

Twice bivariate case  

 Ʈdd = ∑Md
2 ₋ Xn

2/(1-Z2)……...(Say 4) 

Simple Regression Md on M1,M2. .. . . . . . . .MF (β unknown) 

Sum of Squares Ʈdd into: regression SS Md
lAMd and Residual 

SS Md
l(I-A)Md 

(Considering Equations 1,2,3,4) 

Appling Sum of Squares Regression 

(1-Z2)1/2n ∑α
i=0 Z2i/i! r(1/2+i)/r(1/2n)  e1/2x 1/2p+i-1/21/2p+I 

r(1/2p+1) = ∑bigp +2(x) 

Squared multiple correlation coefficient  

(1-Z2)1/2n ∑α
i=0 Z2i/i! r(1/2+i)/r(1/2n)   µ1/2p+i-1(1-µ)1/2(n-p)-

1/B(1/2p+i , ½(n-1)) 

=∑α
i=0 bi µ1/2p+i-1(1-µ)1/2(n-p)-1/ B(1/2p+i, ½(n-1)) 

3.1.5. Analysis of Methods 

The mean, min, and max temperatures of Chicago have 

been recorded. We are going to go through the study, i.e., min, 

temp on 2007-05-09 in ORD terminal Airport Chicago with 

address 750 in the first quarter in the year 2007-08-24 have 

recorded in the place of south point Chicago with 514 address, 

a median of the city in the year  2009-08-07 in the location of 

south stony with 314 address, mean of the temp recorded in 

the year 2010-03-04 at North oak plane avenue Chicago at the 

end of the 3rd quarter in the year 2001-09-16 at West Street 

and last max temp of the city has recorded in the year 2013-

09-16 at North cannon drive Chicago.[13]a complete 

temperature analysis is related to hot weather, which is the 

summer period of Chicago from May to September 

  
Fig. 2 Chicago Min, 1st quart, Median, Mean, 3rd quart, Max 

Temperature with Location. 

The data recorded in the station have been showing Result 

1 and the temperature with Tmin =41C, Tmax=57C and 

Tavg=50, which is normal in the city of Chicago and 

predicting the value of temperature in the city Tmin=76C, 

Tmax=96C and Tavg=84Cin the upcoming year of the city 

another attribute of temp Dew Point(Min, Mean, Median, 

Max)Heat(Min, mean, median, Max)snowfall and Wet Bulb 

Length =10566&10566 Total Perfection (Min, median, mean, 

max) pressure of station with values of (Min, Mean,  Median,  

Max),  Sealevel might be one of the ones the changing factor 

in future of the problem statement. As we are dealing with and 

working on Erythemato-Squamous diseases, effects can be 

seen on the sea level. Which will be discussed in a further 

section Sea Level (Min, Median, Mean, Max), Wind speed 

receded in summer with wave speed in random direction with 

the hot image (Min, Median, Mean, Max), the direction of Air 

(Min.Median.max. mean) and hot air and temperature 

avgspeed of (Min, Median, Mean, Max) Chicago city 

commonly tends with mortality rate more in number 

according to NOAA center USA. 

We have examined the weather data analysis and its 

factors, and the next move to the dermatology dataset is 

exploring the hidden patterns of data with complete analysis 

and finding the correlation. As dermatology data is purely 

unsupervised, learning for such kind of data classification 

algorithm is suitable for grouping in clusters 5 different types 

of unsupervised machine learning algorithms have to 

consider, i.e. ( Random Forest, Gaussian Naive Base, 

Multinomial Naive Base, Bernoulli Naive Base and Support 

Vector Clustering) for better classification all the algorithm 

are selected from classification and clustering the 6 different 

types of Erythemato-Squamous diseases. We have already 

discussed data sets in the previous section. As the data is 

unsupervised, it is converted into labeled data as supervised 

learning since time series data in supervised data provides 

better analysis data which can be helpful for prediction on the 

same type of data sets. 

3.1.6. Five Classification Algorithms 

• Random Forest 

• Gaussian Naive Base 

• Multinomial Naive Base  

• Bernoulli Naive Base  

• Support Vector Clustering 

 

Each algorithm generates 3 reports according to the 

coding we have done and discussed below 

Random Forest 

Accuracy for classifiers, as a result, shows that the 

accuracy of Random Forest is “1.0” and generates confusion 

matrix in an array format with base int64  and calculate 

(precision, recall, F1score, supports/n/n) in the below result 

show.
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Gaussian Naive Base 

Gaussian Naive Base Algorithm is the most commonly 

used algorithm for signals and dimensionally reduction. The 

experiment accuracy rate is “1.0” and generates a confusion 

matrix in an array with base int64 (precision, recall, F1 score, 

supports/n/n); results can be seen in table 5. 

Multinomial Naive Base 

Multinomial Naive Base Algorithm work on multiple 

attributes and more than 3 to 6 clustering in heavy data sets. 

With the help of this algorithm, we have achieved 

“0.9729727” with a confusion matrix with array base int64 

(precision, recall, F1score, supports/n/n). 

Bernoulli NaiveBase 

Bernoulli Naive Base Algorithm is good at classification 

problems with an accuracy rate of “0.9455459” with a 

confusion matrix with array base int64 (precision, recall, F1 

score, and supports/n/n). 

Support Vector Clustering 

Support Vector Clustering algorithm is the best algorithm 

for our problem statement  with accuracy “1.0” and confusion 

matrix with array base int64 (precision, recall, F1score, 

supports/n/n) 

The total weight of 34 attributes have been calculated, and 

the weights of the attribute are measurements of correlation 

among them depending on the weight generated in 

dermatology data; the most confident attribute is selected to 

find the correlation concerning weather data of Chicago 

 
Fig. 3 Weights of 34 Attributes 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Temp Analysis  

A complete analysis of the weather data of Chicago city 

of USA, is shown in tables 1 and 2, a normal calculation of 

time series data to find Mean, Median, Tmin, Tavg, and Tmax. 

We have considered 9 parameters of weather attribute out of 

22 attributes .author has to consider the dew point for his 

experiment, and analysis with the dew point shows positive 

and high correlation factors [23].  

Through analysis, relative humidity is considered one of 

the attributes that affect NTS diseases[24]. Climate change is 

not limited to one area, even if it affects pregnancy. Women 

at pregnancy time with the increase of temp might be very 

risky with an increase of preterm birth and stillbirth with a 

sample of 17,171 pregnant women considered for analysis 

outcome shows the very dangerous result, i.e., increased 

absorption.[25]  

Various analyses on different allergic datasets of weather 

locations have been considered for the experiment. 

Throughout the analysis, authors found a positive finding that 

Air Pollution, sea level, and wind speed are relative attributes 

that cause allegoric diseases. Skin diseases are the root causes 

of skin cancer pigmentation and many risk factors. The 

findings of the study found that 3% increase in skin diseases 

around the world.[26]  

In Australia [27], nearly 15% of deaths rate recorded in 

the last 2 decades due to vast changes in climate and adversely 

affecting public health.out of the Extensive study we have 

made through the search on reputed journals, authors have not 

worked or examined hot weather and its e/effects on 

Erythemato-Squamous diseases. We have gone through 350 

plus journals, but our study outcomes project interest in the 

research gap. We have identified some supporting frameworks 

to approach such kind of problem statement. We discuss this 

in the previous section. Spectral analysis of image data for 

skin spot dictions with the help of Fourier analysis and filter 

techniques like K-law with nor linear has option 95.4% 

confidence level.[28] 

Further deeper analysis should be carried out on this. 

However, before the start of this problem statement, we have 

calculated the correlation coefficient factor as we have 

considered 49 attributes, out of which 34 attributes are 

Erythemato-Squamous diseases, and [29][27][30] authors 

have expensively analyzed about 34 attributes and applying 

data mining techniques for extraction for our finding we have 

considered this attributes and other we have considered 9 

attributes of weather data of 22 attributes after combing 

different tow data set total 49 attributes and its correlation 

coefficients and R values we can see in below result. 

• Dark blue  =>  strongly related  

• Light blue  => modernly related 

• Red   =>  not related 

The values are attributes we have considered from 1 to 49 

in terms of Y. The suffix represents the attribute name, and in 

brackets no, of times it has been related to other attributes' total 

counts.  
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Table 1. Total summary of weather data 

Table 2. Total summary of weather data 

Dew Point Precip Total Stn Pressure Sea Level Result Speed 

Min   :39.00 Min   :0.0000 Min.   :28.89 Min  :29.60 Min: 0.100 

Median: 60.00 Median:0.0000 Median: 29.26 Median: 29.98 Median: 5.500 

Mean: 59.76 Mean:0.1806 Mean: 29.25 Mean: 29.97 Mean: 5.977 

Max.   :73.00 Max.   :3.9700 Max.   :29.59 Max.   :30.33 Max.   :14.600 

 
Table 3. A complete analysis among 5 different machine-learning algorithms 

Classifier Precision Recall F1-score   support Support/n/n 

Random Forest 1.00 1.00 1.00 26\n,16\n,..74/n 

Gaussian NB 0.90 0.87 0.93 26\n,16\n,..74/n 

Multinomial NB 0.90 0.93 0.97 26\n,16\n,..74/n 

Bernoulli NB 0.78 0.93 0.85 26\n,16\n,..74/n 

SVC(rbf) 1.00 1.00 1.00 26\n,16\n,..74/n 

Table 4 . Evaluation Metric Based on Confusion Matrix. 

Parameters Formula 

Accuracy 
 

Recall 
 

Precision 
 

F Score (FS) 
 

 
Table 5. Classification with 5 different algorithms 

Classifier Accuracy Classification 

Random 

Forest 
1.0 

 

Gaussian NB 0.972972972972973 

 

Multinomial 

NB 
0.9864864864864865 

 

Bernoulli NB 0.918918918918919 

 

SVC(rbf) 1.0 

 

4.2. Dermatology Analysis  

Our research finds that 14 attributes of dermatology data 

and 7 attributes of weather data are mostly correlated with P 

value=0.8655142, and these 23attributes are highly correlated. 

Using the proposed framework, these attributes can be 

considered the most deciding factor for predicting six different 

types of skin diseases in the future. 

Total

TNTP
A

+
=

TrueActual

TP
R =

Trueedicted

TP
P

Pr
=

PR

PR
FS

+


= 2

Heat Cool Result Dir Avg Speed Total chicago[dates and Tmin, Tmax, Tavg] 

Min.   : 0.000 Min.   : 0.000 Min.   : 1.00 Min.   : 2.100 Min.   :2007-05-29 

Median: 0.00 Median: 9.000 Median: 19.00 Median: 7.100 Median:2009-08-07 

Mean: 0.9582 Mean: 8.489 Mean: 17.52 Mean: 7.435 Mean:2010-03-04 

Max.   :15.00 Max.   :19.000 Max.   :36.00 Max.   :15.000 Max.   :2013-09-26 
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Graph 1. Most frequent number of attributes repeated in EDS data 

Y0,Y1,…..Y34(Erythemato-Squamous diseases attributes) 

 
Graph 2. Most frequent number of attributes repeated in weather data 

Y35,Y36…….Y49(weather data attributes)

 
Fig. 4 A Correlation Matrix of dermatology and weather data sets 
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Table 6. All abbreviations on paper 

Abbreviations Explanation 

ESD Erythemato-squamous Diseases 

W-M-D Weather Method Diseases 

SVM Support vector machine  

AVONA Analysis of variance  

ELM Elaboration like hood model 

GP Genome  profiling 

ANFIS The adaptive neuro-fuzzy interface system  

MAE Mean absolute error  

RMSE Root mean square error  

DES Data encripton standred  
SDM Sustainable development management 

DLNN Dynamic learning  neural network  

5. Conclusion 
This paper analyzes the effects of hot weather on 

Erythemato-Squamous diseases (skin diseases) at the variant 

location.  

We found a correlation among 49 attributes of different 

data sets and systematic analysis of data sets in a detailed 

manner and applied machine learning algorithm on 

dermatology data set. In our analysis, 14 attributes of 

dermatology and 7 attributes of weather data set are mostly 

correlated.  

In the future, the research gap for predicting 6 types of 

Erythemato-Squamous diseases (skin diseases) due to climate 

change needs to be addressed. 
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